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Fea t u r e s

30 The Incredible Lightness of Being
Honolulu artist Debbie Young loves the sun, is an avid
swimmer and paints her world on the canvases that
make her one of Hawai‘i’s beloved contemporary artists.
“Art is like breathing,” she says.
Story by Thelma Chang

38 Diamond Head: From a Distance
ON THE COVER

Photographer Monte
Costa captured the
Geminid meteor
shower over the Ka Iwi
Coast at 12:32 a.m.,
December 14, 2010.

Diamond Head creates its own visual language in
images expressing the primal forms of the South Shore.
A photo essay of this O‘ahu landmark captures its moods,
angles and ever-changing silhouettes, as seen from various
perspectives and in changing light.

42 The Dream Weaver
Curiosity, passion and respect drove Patrick Horimoto
to the depths of a lost art and the heights of its revival.
By teaching himself the demanding techniques of ‘ie‘ie
weaving, he learned about patience, tenacity and
the values of a culture that cherished artistic integrity.
Story by Jocelyn Fujii Photography by Chris McDonough
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PROFILES: Genies

in the Bottle

The award-winning restaurant, Hoku’s, doesn’t need a sommelier,
and here’s why: nine wine-savvy women who collectively hold
more than 164 years of service. The Ladies of Hoku’s have taught
themselves the differences between a Margaux and a Montrachet,
redefining what it means to be an oenophile.
Story by Wanda Adams Photography by Olivier Koning
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World

Wayne Hirabayashi, executive chef at The Kahala, never
met Julia Child but can create a mind-altering Tournedos Rossini.
The self-professed “late bloomer” left the construction industry
for the culinary arts and never looked back.
Story by Wanda Adams Photography by David Murphey
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EXPLORATIONS: Looking

Up in Hawai‘i

Examples of Native Hawaiian ingenuity pepper the Hawaiian
Islands—in the masonry of stone structures marking the
seasons and passage of time, and in the celestial navigation
methods still practiced by Island voyagers.
Story by Ramsay Taum Photography by Monte Costa
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Ed i to r ’s No t e

We offer
a glimpse of
how Native
Hawaiians
measured time

and distance
by observing
the sun, moon
and stars.

Even in 21st-century Hawai‘i, we are surrounded by expressions of ancient
Hawaiian ingenuity. We drive past fishponds that were pre-western forms of aquaculture
and are models of sustainability today. We look up at the night sky and are proud of the
voyaging prowess of the ancients who navigated by the stars, winds and currents, and
whose art is still practiced today. Whether on canvas, in people or in the ocean and landscape around us, we are surrounded by works of art.
This issue is a paean to artists past and present, the keepers of traditions that honor the
past, define the present and chart a legacy for the future. Ramsay Taum’s essay on page
24 offers a glimpse of how Native Hawaiians measured time and sailed vast distances by
observing the sun, moon and stars.
On page 30, writer Thelma Chang explores another kind of artistry in the life and
work of Debbie Young, whose presence in this issue symbolizes a marvelous symmetry.
In years past, Young’s father, John Young,
one of Hawai‘i’s iconic modern artists, had a
studio at The Kahala.
On page 38, the photo essay of Diamond
Head offers a visual narrative of a renowned
volcanic masterpiece. It’s hard to imagine
this island without its powerful presence
and the dramatic silhouettes that greet us
at every turn. The view of this natural
monument changes with the movements of
sun and moon and forms an ever-changing
visual vocabulary.
The quiet pursuits of Patrick Horimoto
embody another kind of excellence celebrated in this issue. A self-trained ‘ie‘ie weaver,
he has revived a lost art and underscores,
on page 42, another level of Native Hawaiian ingenuity. In his weavings of baskets,
helmets and fish traps, he brings to life
the profound values of a culture willing to
devote untold time and effort to creating things of beauty.
You will discover, too, part of the magic that is Hoku’s: its executive chef, Wayne
Hirabayashi, who shares two recipes in a story by Wanda Adams, on page 17. Also
at Hoku’s are nine women, the Ladies of Hoku’s, who bring new meaning to the word
oenophile. On page 13, you’ll see why the wine-savvy Hoku’s doesn’t need a sommelier.
We hope you’ll share our joy in old and new Hawai‘i and the creative threads of past
and present. There’s another thing we’d like to share with you: our delight at having
received a huge honor this year. The distinguished Western Publishing Association, in
its 61st Annual “Maggie” Awards, honored The Kahala, Vol. 6 Number 2, as the 2012
“Best Visitor Guide” in the consumer category for publications with a circulation under
75,000. Mahalo to you, our readers, for being the other half of the equation.

©MONTE COSTA

Jocelyn Fujii
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Profiles

Genies
in the

Bottle

The undercover sommeliers of Hoku’s
S TO R Y B Y W A N D A A D A M S

(From left) Lisa Higashiguchi,
Charlotte Murphy,
Georgia Pedrina-Nickle

H

oku’s, the award-winning restaurant at
The Kahala Hotel and Resort, doesn’t
have a sommelier and for good reason: the
Ladies of Hoku’s, nine women who collectively
hold more than 164 years of service at the resort.
These extraordinary women—Georgia PedrinaNickle, Charlotte Murphy, Julie Sasaoka,
Lisa Higashiguchi, Danielle Ho, India Williams, Kitty Gutierrez, Taryn Taylor and

P H O T O G R A P H Y BY O L I V I E R K O N I N G

Alexarae Kam—have had mentors, but they
also have used their own time to learn the distinctions between a Montrachet and a Margaux.
Like the rest of the Ladies and many Hawai‘iborn people, Murphy, Higashiguchi and PedrinaNickle didn’t grow up around wine. But today,
they are knowledgeable, articulate and wine-savvy.
“You can’t be complacent,” said Higashiguchi, a 21-year Kahala veteran. “You have to put
THE KAHALA 13
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“Success is
when your
guests leave
the restaurant
happy.”
—GEORGIA PEDRINA-NICKLE
(From left) Lisa Higashiguchi, Julie
Sasaoka, Georgia Pedrina-Nickle,
Charlotte Murphy, India Williams,
Taryn Taylor

yourself out there. You have to
seek the knowledge.” Have they
ever: They’ve attended seminars hosted by the resort, assisted voluntarily with off-property
wine festivals, participated in
industry-sponsored tastings.
Pedrina-Nickle began her career at the resort, 22 years ago,
as a hostess in the storied Maile
Restaurant, an elegant restaurant very much of its time and
known for its dramatic tableside
service. When she moved on to
become server, she recalled, “I
was completely ignorant about wine. I started
off like everyone else, preferring sweet wines,
Rieslings. Then you go on to Bordeaux and
then you have Chardonnay. I’m still learning.”
One of the things that has set The Kahala
apart is its tradition of placing women at the
forefront of its dining operations. When Murphy began working at Maile, 21 years ago, “I
worked for a lot of women,” she said. It was,
remember, a time when the hospitality industry
was dominated by European-trained men.
As Higashiguchi tells it, they credit two key
ﬁgures with opening up the world of wine:
Ivy Nagayama, a highly respected restaurant
manager, and Chuck Furuya, master sommelier and Hawai‘i’s best-known wine consultant
and educator.

At a time when wine was the province of
stodgy men dressed in starched tuxedos and
wearing silver tasting cups, Nagayama brought
in experts to teach her waitstaff to make appropriate food-pairing recommendations to guests.
Furuya was one of those experts. Pedrina-Nickle recalled how he instructed them to tour the
produce section in the grocery store and inhale
the fragrance of each herb and fruit, setting
their olfactory memories.
Both, said Higashiguchi, knew that you can’t
serve wine if you don’t know its story—the
wine’s origins and characteristics.
Higashiguchi and Murphy became so
enthusiastic about food-and-wine pairing that
they planned to enroll in the prestigious Master
Sommelier program. The Hawai‘i course was
canceled, but that didn’t dampen their passion.
Higashiguchi shrewdly reads the willingness of guests to move beyond, “I’ll have a glass
of Chardonnay.” She loves, for example, to
defeat the notion that all pink wine is bad by
introducing diners to French
rosés—light and perfect for
Hawai‘i’s climate, and for
pairing with food.
Hoku’s offers exploratory
sips of any by-the-glass wine.
“Just taste it,” Higashiguchi
said. “If you don’t like it,
that’s ﬁne, but it will be fun.”
Recently, Higashiguchi had
the pinnacle experience of
her serving life: “I don’t know
what got into me,” she said,
smiling. A guest had ordered
a rather ordinary Montrachet,
but she thought he might
be open to adventure. So she brought out a
$14,300 bottle of Domaine de la RomanéeConti Montrachet Grand Cru. He bought and
savored it.
Menus have changed radically from the days
of Crêpes Suzette at the Maile, back when servers “wore kimono and glided,” Murphy recalled.
Even the atmosphere of white-tablecloth
restaurants, like Hoku’s, is “very informal, very
relaxed,” Pedrina-Nickle noted. Murphy, a
server trainer, said she teaches not just skills but
the Kahala way: that whether you’re serving a
celebrity or honeymooners of no pretension,
your welcome is respectful, never familiar, but
warm and sincere.
Success, said Pedrina-Nickle, is “when your
guests leave the restaurant happy.” ❀
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Indulgences

Title to
Come

Wayne’s
World
Cooking up a storm with Julia
S TO R Y B Y W A N D A A D A M S
P H O T O G R A P H Y BY D A V I D M U R P H E Y

He is a self-professed “late
bloomer” who left the construction industry and landed
a coveted scholarship to the
Culinary Institute of America.

T

he executive chef of The Kahala Hotel
and Resort, Wayne Hirabayashi, never
met Julia Child. But in August he spent a month
following her footsteps. It was an interesting
experiment—Bon Appétit! A tribute to Julia Child
and Mastering the Arts of French Cooking—on
what would have been her 100th birthday.
The resort produced a month-long series
of events celebrating the woman who, with

her trilling voice, pragmatic attitude and
encyclopedic knowledge of classic French
cuisine, brought classic French cooking into
American homes through her books and TV
series. There were elaborate dinners, cooking
demonstrations and special menu offerings. But
Hirabayashi, 57, couldn’t be more different:
Honolulu-born, slight of stature and quiet
of manner. And his cooking style, far from
THE KAHALA 17
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Indulgences

“The answer
is never ‘no.’
Dairy-free?
Gluten-free?
Vegetarian?
Not a problem.”
—WAYNE HIRABAYASHI
(Above) Wayne at work
in the kitchen.

classic, is international—a melange of styles,
sophisticated but not exaggerated.
Still, he relished the idea. “I like change,”
says Hirabayashi, who has been at the hotel
for 14 years. For him, two things stand out:
being able to reunite with old chef friends and
actually getting to cook.
“When you’re an executive chef, you’re
basically a businessman—budgeting, planning,
personnel,” he noted. He returns to the stove
often to create new menu offerings, but he
doesn’t routinely work “the hotline.” Mostly, as
with many top chefs, he watches. He observes,
guides and corrects as others carry out his ideas.
There is great satisfaction when the ones
he’s watched most closely and mentored most
carefully begin to blossom, even when they
ultimately leave for other challenges, or to take
up positions like his.

So it was a joy to see the likes of Ryan Loo
(W Hotel, Seattle), Colin Hazama (Sheraton
Waikiki) and Warren Uchida (chef instructor,
Kapiolani Community College)—in a sense,
his culinary second generation—come back
to The Kahala. They are now head chefs
themselves and ready to tackle the challenge of
turning Julia Child’s exemplary but somewhat
dated dishes into something new. “They were
great guys to work with then and even greater
now,” he continued. “I got chicken skin.”
So how does a group of chefs modernize a
highly stylized, butter- and cream-heavy and
laboriously complex group of classic dishes?
“We tweaked them, stripped down the
sauces, used local ingredients, poached
instead of sautéed, and just made them more
contemporary,” he explained.
For a dinner reception at the James Beard
House, Chef Colin Hazama of the Sheraton
Waikiki Hotel created Kona Crab Beignet with
Local Mango Mustard and Sumida Farms
Baby Watercress. “It was very refreshing,”
Hirabayashi said. Still, the hotel couldn’t ignore
Child’s vehement championing of the use of
butter, so there were a couple of special menus
titled “It’s Better with Butter,” too.
It was an unusual marriage of the work of
Child, who was primarily concerned with
the home cook, and a group of professionals
who learned their craft in hot, busy, crowded
restaurant kitchens. “She cut right through both
the professional and the home cooking and
brought them together,” he said. “That’s rare.”
So is Hirabayashi.
A self-professed “late bloomer” who left the
construction industry to study culinary arts,
Hirabayashi landed a coveted scholarship to the
Culinary Institute of America. He sees the resort
as something special. Menus at The Kahala
overflow with customers’ needs and wants.
“The answer is never ‘no’,” he said. Dairy-free?
Gluten-free? Vegetarian? Not a problem.
Menus change seasonally; one-time specials
or events occur almost weekly. Next comes
the year-long 50th anniversary celebration in
2014. But first, there’s a new restaurant coming,
Arancino’s at The Kahala.
And there is a new generation to identify
and mentor. He looks for food passion, hard
workers and “kitchen sense,” the ability to work
smoothly in the chaotic kitchen environment.
“If they don’t have it, you can tell within a
week,” he says.
Julia Child, ever the teacher, would approve. ❀
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Indulgences

 WAYNE’S

RECIPE

TOURNEDOS ROSSINI



Tournedos Rossini (serves six)
2 TBSP unsalted butter (and more, for

As the chefs went about interpreting
Julia Child’s recipes for The Kahala’s Bon
Appétit! tribute, Executive Chef Wayne
Hirabayashi’s contribution was a spin on
Tournedos Rossini. In contrast to Child’s
original recipe, he cuts the volume of
butter, substitutes local mushrooms for
truffles, eliminates the bed of buttered
bread toasts or artichoke hearts used
by the French, and garnishes instead
with Mänoa lettuce and fresh peas.
The base ingredients are retained, but
the recipe is lightened and adapted to
better suit modern tastes. This was the
main course at a James Beard Foundation dinner reception honoring Child.
Tournedos, by the way, are small fillets
of beef, usually from the tenderloin.
Done correctly, they can be cut with a
fork and melt in the mouth.

20

sautéeing mushrooms)
6 slices foie gras (duck or goose)
6 beef tournedos
2 TBSP olive oil
3 ounces chopped shallots
6 sliced truffles, or substitute seasonal
mushrooms
Salt
Pepper
For the sauce:
1 TSP port wine
2 TBSP brandy
2 TSP Madeira
6 ounces veal stock
For the garnish:
Crisp bacon, chopped into bits
Mänoa lettuce leaves
(or any butter lettuce)
Green peas (fresh, lightly steamed, if
you can get them)

Prepare the meats and mushrooms: In hot frying pan,
melt together butter and olive oil. Season tournedos
with salt and pepper, then fry quickly to seal. Cook for
3 minutes until steaks are crusted on the outside but
rare inside. Remove from pan and set aside on platter,
lightly covered with foil.
Using the same pan, rapidly fry the slices of
foie gras until just caramelized. Remove, place on
absorbent paper and keep warm. For later use, set
aside this pan with juices.
In separate pan, braise truffles or seasonal
mushrooms with a little butter and spoonful of
Madeira wine, along with chopped shallots.
Make the sauce: Returning to the meat and foie
gras pan, deglaze with veal stock, port, brandy and
Madeira. Reduce to about 1 cup. Bring all ingredients
together—meats, mushrooms, sauce in large open
saucepan. Simmer for three minutes. Keep it hot.
Present the dish: Place each cooked beef tournedo
on center of plate and top with slice of foie gras. Use
slotted spoon to lift out truffles/mushrooms and place
around edges of the tournedos. Cover with sauce.
Garnish with braised Mänoa lettuce, green peas and
bacon bits. Serve immediately.
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 WAYNE’S

RECIPE

‘AHI POKE MUSUBI WITH
KING CRAB NAMASU
(serves two as appetizer)
4 ounces cooked sushi rice
2 TBSP ‘ahi poke
2 TBSP furikake (seasoned nori flakes)
2 cups vegetable oil for frying
Here’s how Chef Wayne makes musubi,
Japanese rice balls. You’ll need a flatbottomed cup or hollow shaping ring and
a square of plastic wrap. Nestle the plastic
wrap inside the cup or ring, allowing edges
to overlap, so you can pull the edges up
to shape the finished ‘ahi-stuffed musubi.
Spread 2 ounces of sushi rice on bottom of
plastic wrap and spread evenly, about
2 inches thick. Place 2 TBSP of ‘ahi poke
in center of rice and cover poke with
remaining rice. Form a ball using plastic
wrap and bind rice to create a well-packed
rice ball (musubi). Coat with furikake and
deep-fry just before serving.



‘Ahi Poke

¼” cut, almost the same size

1 ½ TSP salt

2 TBSP fresh ‘ahi

as the cucumber

Combine all ingredients in

(medium dice)

½ TBSP green onion

saucepan, warm over low heat

½ TBSP green onion (finely

1 TBSP king crab meat, picked

until sugar dissolves. Remove

chopped)

through and squeezed of

from heat and allow to cool.

½ TBSP Maui onion (finely

excessive liquid, keep chunky

sliced)

2 TBSP namasu marinade

Plate Composition:

½ TBSP ogo seaweed (roughly

(see recipe below)

1 piece ‘ahi musubi

chopped)

Salt to taste

3 TBSP crab namasu

Sesame oil to taste

Combine all ingredients, mix

2 ounces baby romaine leaves

Hawaiian salt to taste

well and serve.

1 TBSP ponzu mayonnaise

Chili water to taste

Namasu Marinade

Kukui nut to taste

1 ¾ c rice vinegar

To assemble:

Combine all ingredients and

¾ c sugar, or to taste

Cut the ‘ahi musubi in half or

mix well. Adjust seasonings

1 TBSP ginger, finely chopped

in four pieces. Place 3 baby

according to your taste.

Salt to taste

romaine leaves equally spaced

Combine all ingredients in a

apart in a circle. Place the crab

Crab Namasu

bowl and mix well. Reserve

namasu in the center of the

2 TBSP Japanese cucumber,

until needed.

leaves. Using a squirt bottle,

seeds removed, sliced ¼”

drizzle Ponzu mayonnaise

cut, lightly salted for 1 hour,

Sushi Su (vinegar):

around plate. Place cut musubi

drained

¼ c rice vinegar (Japanese)

pieces in between leaves.

1 TBSP daikon (turnip), sliced

3 TBSP sugar

Serve.
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Explorations
Profile

Title to
Come
The Kahala’s Warren Sasaki has an uncanny ability
to see things before they’re actually there

Hibiscus koki‘o, subspecies St.
Johnianus, is not endangered
but is in decline, due to hurricanes and weather damage.
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Looking Up
in Hawai‘i
Time and place the Hawaiian way
STORY BY RAMSAY TAUM

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MONTE COSTA

A Geminid meteor shower
lights up the Ka Iwi
shoreline in southeastern
O‘ahu, December 14, 2010.
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E x plorations

D

(From top) Morning breaks at
Häpai`ali`i Heiau in Keauhou,
West Hawai`i, and evening
arrives with a western moon,
two months later. The monument is believed to have been

used to mark the solstices and
observe the movements of
the sun and moon. The heiau
is carbon-dated to 1411-1465.

ad, we’re lost,” said the voice on the
phone. My wife and daughter were
somewhere between Corolla, North Carolina,
and the Virginia border. “Look up,” I told her.
Suspended in the clear winter sky was a full
moon. “Which side of the car is it on?” I asked.
A skyward glance revealed they were heading
the wrong way.
Using the moon and the blinking lights
of the water towers strung along the highway,
they safely returned to our vacation unit without further incident. We may have been on
the Atlantic coast that night, but it was lessons
from the Pacific that saved the day. Like our
Polynesian ancestors before us, we looked up
when things were looking down.
Centuries before digital watches, GPS technology and Google Calendar, Native Hawaiians measured time, navigated great distances,
and charted their daily activities by observing
the sun, moon and stars. Thanks to recent efforts, practices thought lost are being revived,
and a culture is being revitalized.
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The Polynesian Voyaging Society (PVS)
is teaching a new generation of captains and
navigators non-instrument way-finding, which
includes navigation by the stars. PVS President Nainoa Thompson is the first Hawaiian
navigator in nearly six centuries to sail a voyaging canoe across the Pacific utilizing ancient
navigation techniques and methods. He has
demonstrated repeatedly that his ancestors were
capable of crossing thousands of miles of open
ocean long before Europeans ventured beyond
the sight of land.
Building on the lessons he learned from his
Micronesian teacher, master navigator Mau
Piailug, Thompson has produced a Hawaiian
Star Compass and curriculum that will teach
future navigators the art and science of Polynesian way-finding for generations to come.
Life on a voyaging canoe relied on the stars.
Life on the island was influenced by the sun
and moon. To track and monitor those heavenly lights, ancient Hawaiians constructed terrestrial structures like Häpai‘ali‘i heiau, which
is thought to have served as a solar calendar.
The first of several heiau (sacred place of
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worship and learning) to be restored by the
Kamehameha Schools, Häpai‘ali‘i (to lift or
carry the chief) is part of a complex where
Hawaiian chiefs once gathered. Carbon dating
puts its origins somewhere between 1411-1465.
When restoration was completed in 2007, it
was discovered that a person standing behind
the center stone could observe the sun setting
in alignment with the structure’s southwest
and northeast corners, accurately marking the
winter and summer solstices.
Ancient Hawaiians divided the year into
two seasons, wet and dry, which they named
Kau and Ho‘oilo. Each season was broken into
six months. Structures like Häpai‘ali‘i aided
them in determining which season they were
entering or leaving. Their daily activities and
behaviors, however, were determined by the
phases of the moon and a very precise lunar
calendar. The moon’s phase, its position, size
and shape, determined how and when a farmer
planted and harvested, or whether or not a
fisherman would catch a particular fish. This is
something to consider the next time you look
up at the moon. ❀

(STAR COMPASS) ©NAINOA THOMPSON
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The full moon is shown above
Honolulu shortly before a total
lunar eclipse on December 21,
2010. The moon is a vital tool
in Polynesian way-ﬁnding. The
Polynesian legacy of non-instrument navigation uses the moon,
sun, clouds, currents and birds
as guides on the open ocean.
Polynesian Voyaging Society
President Nainoa Thompson
designed the star chart (above
right) to aid in celestial navigation, used by the crew of Höküle`a
in its trans-Paciﬁc voyages.
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Inside the world of artist Debbie Young
By Thelma Chang


Laniakea 7 am

(Opposite page) Into the Blue
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“AS A
YOUNG GIRL I
ABSORBED
ALL THE ART
AROUND ME.”

ER SMILE BEAMS like the sunshine she
embraces. Her joy is rooted in the vast natural world of the
outdoors, from the ocean in Waikïkï to the luminous smiles of
the people in Bali. And her work in the present reflects the sum
of all her yesterdays.
Today, Hawai‘i-born Debbie Young continues to live her
art, creations that capture her philosophy of harmony with
nature. Some of her paintings display the brilliant and varying hues of the Pacific Ocean, an inspiration gained from the
swims she takes almost daily. “Art is like breathing,” she says.
“You do things to enhance your life. For me, it’s about getting
up early in the morning and swimming at Waikïkï for about
two miles. It’s an ideal time to meditate and work things out in
your mind, whether it’s painting or figuring out life.”
Young’s work is proof of how much she absorbs the life
around her. She carries a sketchbook wherever she travels
and records the vibrancy of the world she encounters, whether it exists in people, clothing, animals, the environment or
anything else that touches her. “I just found a beautiful shell,
an uninhabited one of course, and it’s a jewel from the sea,”
she says of her find at the beach.
Once a week, she also heads out early in the morning—
“I miss the traffic that way”—for the North Shore to paint.
The site is a place of wonder for an artist. “Lots of turtles out
there, and monk seals,” she says. “One day a big monk seal,
curious about what we were doing, came rushing toward us
and watched us paint.”
When the mood strikes, Young may just holoholo—take a
ride—and enjoy a leisurely visit to the countryside, to places
such as Kawela Bay in northeast O‘ahu. Or she
may spontaneously decide to attend live jazz sessions at the Musicians’ Union Hall. The special
moments from these events appear in her graphite images of jazz artists: a strumming guitarist, a
drummer in motion, a simple gathering of people enjoying the music. The strokes are whimsical, as if delivered by the music she hears. “Jazz
is my thing,” she smiles.
Young’s “thing” since childhood is a love
for the arts, a passion that was nurtured by her
parents. Her mother, Litheia Hall, worked for
decades as executive secretary for several directors at the former Honolulu Academy of Arts,
(FROM LEFT) ARTIST DEBBIE YOUNG;
FOLDING CLIFFS
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known today as the Honolulu Museum of Art. For Young, it
became a second home. “As a young girl, I absorbed all the
art around me,” she recalls.
An artist in her own right, she also inherited a genetic
link to art. “Chinese art goes back thousands of years,” says
Young. “Think about our ancestors.”
One of them was her father, John Young (1909-1997), an
iconic artist who was declared a “Living Treasure of Hawai‘i”
by the Hawai‘i State Senate, and who also had a studio at what
was then the Kahala Hilton, where he was “artist in residence”
for several years. Well known for his energetic portrayal of
horses, he also painted children and landscapes in an unmistakable style that merged calligraphy with abstract art. With
this artistic provenance, it’s no wonder
the Young family home in Hawai‘i served
as a gathering spot for other respected
talents of the time, among them painters Madge Tennent, Keichi Kimura and
Isami Doi. No doubt Young’s childhood
exposure to the creative world contributed significantly to her personal growth
as a budding artist. “My father was like a
hummingbird, going here, going there,”
she recalls of a man who traveled the
planet. “It was exciting when he’d come
home from places like Bali or Bangkok
and show us his sketchbooks.”
Young’s own journey is like a painting that plays on shadow and light. As a
young adult, Young attended the San Francisco Art Institute.
Her next step, however, moved her, for 25 years, from the aesthetic to the practical world of everyday work and harsh reality:
the emergency room of a hospital, where the drama of life and
death is constant.
“At Queen’s Medical Center, I did registrations and encountered people from all walks of life,” says Young, of her 3
p.m. to 11:30 p.m. shift. “If you think you’re having a bad day,
hang out at emergency. Those years gave me great knowledge and experience.”
At the same time, the intense years at Queen’s enhanced
her qualities of courage and compassion. “I needed courage
to leave the security of a regular job and reached a turning
point when I signed up for (fellow artist) Noreen Naughton’s
month-long art tour of Italy.”
Italy, rich in art history, can flood the senses. Not surprisingly, the 2001 tour—from Rome and Florence to Venice, Milan and numerous other places—awakened Young’s

YOUNG’S
CHILDHOOD
EXPOSURE TO
THE CREATIVE
WORLD
CONTRIBUTED
TO HER
GROWTH AS
AN ARTIST.

(FROM LEFT) UNFOLDING;
JAZZ SESSION, A GRAPHITE IMAGE OF JAZZ ARTISTS
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HER JOURNEY IS A CONTRAST IN
SHADOWS AND LIGHT.



YOUNG FREQUENTS THE MUSICIANS' UNION HALL, WHICH INSPIRES PIECES LIKE JAZZAMBA (ABOVE).

passion for color, form and nature. She recalls observing
and sketching “like crazy” during her visits through towns,
museums and art galleries. “We were immersed in colorful people, their way of life, their food, their wine,” recalls
Young. “Such a rich cultural environment.”
There was no turning back. At the dawn of the new century, after her life-changing trip, Young wasted no time and
returned to Italy for several summers before quitting her steady
job. She blossomed into a full-time artist. As the years passed,
Young’s honors grew to include a featured spot among other
artists at the Honolulu Museum of Art. It was like coming full
circle for the woman who practically grew up within its walls.
And the journey never ends. Young continues to fly
like a hummingbird, “going here, going there,” with
sketchbook in hand. Several years ago, she visited Korea
and was impressed by its culture. “The food, the people
sharing their arts—they’re fantastic,” she says.
Later visits to Southeast Asia included Laos, Myanmar
(formerly Burma) and relatively peaceful places that had
suffered war’s horrors just decades before. “I just came back
from a trip to Cambodia and Vietnam,” says Young of her
2011 adventure. “We took a river trip by sampan down
the Mekong Delta. And Cambodia’s Angkor Wat (City of
Temples) was such a deeply spiritual experience.”
When she’s at home in Honolulu, Young and her art
may be seen at The Gallery at Ward Centre, a cooperative
founded in 1988, featuring talented artists who offer support and constructive critique for one another.
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Chuck Davis, an artist and member of the gallery’s
board of directors, expressed admiration for Young’s
creations. “She integrates daily life into her work,” says
Davis. “She’s a swimmer, so her art reflects the flow and
fluidity of water, her feeling for nature. Her environment
is her inspiration.”
Noreen Naughton, whose art tour of Italy sparked
Young’s passion, agrees: “As she swims across Waikïkï
most mornings, her paintings are often meditative abstractions of the light and movement observed…”
On a typical day, even before she swims, Young can
be found tending her garden and finding delight in nature’s bounty. Working in the garden is like swimming in
green, a terrestrial form of meditation. “I love to work in
the yard,” she says. “There’s Mänoa lettuce, green onions,
basil, Serrano peppers.”
Her journey is a contrast in shadows and light, the mixing of the aesthetic with the practical as she moves from
nature to tending to business at The Gallery. On certain
days she may be seen, usually wearing a colorful aloha
shirt, carefully wrapping a customer’s purchased painting
to travel to the Mainland with him. On yet another day,
Young is on the phone, patiently answering questions.
Outside the gallery, people stroll by or sip coffee at
quaint café tables. Lovebirds gaze longingly at each other,
and a homeless man wanders by.
Like the sky, sea and Young’s travels, some of these images
will find their way onto her canvases one day. ❀

DIAMOND HEAD

FROM A DISTANCE
Behold the queen of the south shore
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The gods of geology could not have offered a mightier gift than Diamond Head. The volcanic
landmark is a poem in space, named Lë‘ahi by the Hawaiians, or, some say, Lae‘ahi. Lae is a cape or
promontory; ‘ahi, a yellowfin tuna. If Diamond Head is compared to the brow of the ‘ahi, it is also a reference
to fire—to the heat and friction of a fishing line, and to the summit fires that once burned as a guide for
mariners. Fire, lava, ash and wind created Diamond Head hundreds of thousands of years ago. Carried by
brisk northeast trade winds, volcanic ash accumulated on the southwest crater wall. Layer by layer, the chiseled
crest formed. Now it towers like a crown, 760 feet above sea level, the iconic profile of the Islands.
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Coral, reef and a
sandy strand line the
edge of Diamond
Head, where a historic lighthouse commands the stretch
between WaikÏkÏ,
Black Point and
Kähala. (Opposite
page, from top) From
the south-southeast,

with WaikÏkÏ on the
other side, residential neighborhoods
flank the crater; a
19th-century painting by Anders Elias
Jorgensen; smooth
sailing at Black Point,
off the southeastern
face of the crater.
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PATRICK HORIMOTO IN THE
KO‘OLAU MOUNTAINS WITH HIS
CACHE OF ‘IE‘IE ROOTS.
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How one man revived a lost art
BY JOCELYN FUJII
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS MCDONOUGH
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ROOTS GROWING
IN THE MOUNTAINS.
(OPPOSITE PAGE)
A RARE ‘IE‘IE FLOWER
IN THE WILD.
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Eventually,

Horimoto changed
the cultural life
of Hawai‘i.

We know the ancient Hawaiians were geniuses.

Look at how they navigated by the stars and developed sophisticated aquaculture
systems that preserved their fisheries for generations. And how they devised the
mountain-to-ocean ahupua‘a system to grow their food and manage their resources sustainably. And how, with deft hands and endless patience, they fashioned
complex forms and utilitarian vessels from the multitude of plants in Hawai‘i.

These thoughts were not lost on Patrick Horimoto as he embarked on a journey to recreate the mahiole, the
woven helmet of ‘ie‘ie fiber worn by the warriors and royalty of ancient Hawai‘i. It was 1978, he recalled, and he
had left a trail of nose and fingerprint smudges on museum exhibit cases throughout the Pacific. He was struck
by what he saw: baskets, helmets, fish traps and idols the Hawaiians had woven in a complex and intricate wicker
framework. He observed that the artifacts, made from the sturdy aerial rootlets of the indigenous woody climber
named Freycinetia arborea, were some of the most elegant in all of Polynesia. And he knew that ‘ie‘ie was one of
the five plants traditionally left on the hula altar in the days before western contact.
“What also drew me to ‘ie‘ie was that no one was doing it,” Horimoto recalled. “So I took it upon
myself to research, research and research, dirtying up the glass at the museums as I peered into the exhibits, studied the technique and learned by trial and error.” After a few inquiries, the Bishop Museum
on O‘ahu granted him access to its artifacts and became his second home. He also went to museums
in New Zealand and Australia and made side trips to Massachusetts, to the Peabody Essex Museum,
where he found “all kinds of ‘ie‘ie and the best mahiole in the world.” Buoyed by the guidance of two
fellow cultural practitioners, and by the encouragement of a few Bishop Museum staff members, he
pored over books, took notes and visually analyzed the museum pieces. Eventually Horimoto changed the cultural life of Hawai‘i. He
revived a genre of weaving that had not been
seen in at least a hundred years.
From helmets to baskets and fish traps, the
Hawaiians used ‘ie‘ie for ceremonial and practical uses. The helmets, used in battle, temples
and ceremonies, came in different styles, some
with feathers, others with mushroom- or crescent-shaped crests, each style a reflection of
the wearer’s chiefly social status. The featherlaced mahiole represented the highest rank
and value. The baskets and fish traps were utilitarian. But no matter what its use, a weaving
of ‘ie‘ie expressed the values of a culture that
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spared no effort to create works of beauty and superior design. In a single weaving of ‘ie‘ie are months of
preparation, endless equanimity, and a remarkably high level of commitment and skill.
The process begins with gathering and preparing the slender roots of ‘ie‘ie, a relative of hala (pandanus) in the screw pine family. The plant, with spiky leaves and red, fluffy, banana-shaped fruit, grows
in moist conditions and can often be found climbing up the trunks of both native and introduced tree
species. The rootlets wind or cascade downward, sometimes in curtains, other times in thickets. It’s the
most upright and treelike of the species, and while it’s not abundant on O‘ahu, it is on Hawai‘i island,
where it grows at approximately the 1,000- to 5,000-foot elevation.
“People haven’t had a lot of success growing it,” observed Mashuri Waite, collections and grounds manager at Lyon Arboretum, where a patch of ‘ie‘ie flourishes. “You’d think the cuttings would be easy, but they’re
not.” While very few seedlings are seen in the wild, he said, mature plants are, and they continue to produce
the roots necessary for weaving. Horimoto has gathered his materials primarily on the island of Hawai‘i.
“I prefer older, mature rootlets,” Horimoto explained. “During the winter months when it’s wet and
rainy, obviously the plants are growing. Toward the end of summer when it’s hot and dry, the roots are
maturing. When I go into the forest, I won’t pick any rootlets less than 3 feet long, primarily because
probably one-third of it is immature and still growing.” The live rootlets that Horimoto picks off the vine
are attached to about a foot of immature, unusable fiber, making each inch precious. Only the mature,
hard and woody section is used in the weaving.
The rootlets for weaving run an average of 6 to 7 feet, said Horimoto, but
It’s the most the longest he’s found is 17 feet—staggering tresses for a single plant. Because
upright and the technique involves twisting the rootlets, the longer sections are likely to
treelike of the become entangled during weaving and are therefore less desirable for weavers.
“For me, it’s easier to join the shorter pieces as I’m weaving,” he said. “It’s very
species. easy when you’re practiced, and almost undetectable.”
But gathering up the rootlets is just one of many steps before the weaving
can even begin. “First I cut up all the sections and remove the joints, so all I
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have are straight pieces,” Horimoto continued. “I bundle them up loosely
warps and wefts and dry them in a shady, well-ventilated area for about a month or two.”
He discovered that removing the bark, a necessary step, “was murder,” but
are executed. just as he was about to throw out the bundles in frustration, a solution conveniently appeared. He realized that rolling or crushing the bundles on the
rough hardness of cement would remove the dry bark efficiently.
The bundles are dried, then soaked for a few hours prior to splitting. “When
I’m ready to split each rootlet, I soak the bundles in the ocean for a little while,”
Horimoto explained. “The fiber tends to split better when it’s wet; the moisture gives you more control. I use
sea water only because it helps to bleach out the fiber and make it nicer, and it seems to have some insect repellent qualities.” In a display of tenacity and dexterity, he uses a Swiss Army knife to split each narrow rootlet
in half, lengthwise, thus increasing its pliability.
“During my years of learning and research, I was obsessed with trying to do it the right way, taking into consideration that in the old days, they probably would have split a piece of ‘ie‘ie with a shark
tooth,” he mused. “If they had a Swiss Army knife at the time, I’m sure they would have used it. But as
far as the techniques are concerned, I’m very, very particular. I’m hung up on duplicating the traditional
techniques and forms.” Some of the fish traps are made of whole, uncut and unsplit fiber, he said, which
usually creates a sturdier object.
You’d think that the weaving could begin at this stage, but no, not quite yet. After being split, the
fibers have to be sorted by width, a process critical to the weaving. “The rootlets are of various diameters
and lengths, and the diameter makes a big difference on the piece you’re working on,” he continued.
“If you have too wide a strip to use, you have to split it again along the same plane. The more you split,
the flatter the fiber becomes.” He can tell by looking at a museum piece whether it’s made of very flat
pieces of ‘ie‘ie, or just halves.
Finally, after sorting the rootlets, he can begin weaving. Rows are counted, warps and wefts are
executed, a shape slowly forms. If the artist decides to color some rows as part of the design, dyes come
Rows are counted,
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into play. For ‘ie‘ie, Horimoto makes his own dye, hili kukui, from the bark of the kukui tree, the Hawai‘i
state tree also known as the candlenut. The ‘ie‘ie is immersed in the dye before being buried in the mud
of the lo‘i, the taro field. The technique was also used to dye kapa—bark cloth—for Hawaiian royalty in
pre-contact days.
“First I soak the piece in the kukui for several days, then in the mud for a day or two, and it turns
black,” Horimoto explained. “You can dye anything with that method if you want black. The Maori do
that, too, and I’m sure other Pacific Islanders as well.” From the first step to the last, it could take six
months or longer to complete an ‘ie‘ie weaving.
Horimoto’s work can be found in private collections and the Bishop Museum, with sightings of his
pieces also reported at some far-flung museums in the Pacific Northwest. Occasionally his pieces appear
at Na Mea/Native Books Hawai‘i, but most of the time they’re hard to find. His ‘ie‘ie baskets have also
been presented as ceremonial gifts to dignitaries and as cultural offerings from the Polynesian Voyaging
Society to native groups in Alaska and beyond.
What’s next for this artist, whose hands are never still? If he’s not weaving ‘ie‘ie, he’s gathering bamboo for his new passion: hand-carved ‘ohe käpala, the bamboo stamps used to print designs on kapa. Or
he’s tying twine into complex knots to create the net-like carrying bags, the kökö pu‘upu‘u, used by the
servants of Hawaiian royalty to carry their gourds and calabashes of food and other items.
“My philosophy is to rediscover and perpetuate,” the dauntless artist
“My philosophy
commented. “And I’m a compulsive maker. When I learn something and
become inspired, I keep going, going, going and making, making, making
is to rediscover and
perpetuate.” until I can’t do it anymore. Most projects take a long time; ‘ie‘ie takes forever. People ask how many hours an ‘ie‘ie piece takes. I don’t know. I have
to fly in an airplane, climb into the forest, find the plants, gather the rootlets
… But by no means do I consider myself a master or an expert. I consider
myself accomplished, and every time I work, I learn something new.” ❀
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Memory Book

A Starry Knight
Through the years, The Kahala has been the home away from home for
literary figures, renowned scientists, movie stars, presidents, kings and queens.
During his visit to Honolulu in June 2011, Sir Anthony Hopkins,
Oscar-winner and revered figure of stage and screen, was such a guest.
A native of South Wales, Sir Anthony was knighted by
Queen Elizabeth II, in1993, for his legendary contributions to the arts.
Besides being a brilliant actor, he is also a painter and composer. He visited
Honolulu to attend a private gallery exhibition at Higgins Harte International,
which carries his paintings, and has galleries in Waikïkï and Lahaina.
The Kahala staff members were pleased to welcome
the man they had long admired in film.
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